Wild garlic (4) is a perennial which reproduces by aerial bulblets, bulbs (2), and rarely by seed. Its persistent hardshell bulbs are dormant, making it difficult to eradicate even though it is susceptible to common phenoxy herbicides. Found in lawns, grain fields, and pastures in sandy or gravelly soils, wild garlic is considered noxious in many dairy states because when eaten by cattle it imparts an onion flavor to milk. Wild garlic is sometimes found in blank spaces in lawns where disease, insects, or misuse have damaged the lawn. Vigorous competition of well-kept lawn grasses may partially alleviate the problem.

Beneath the ground each bulb (3) produces one stem. The stem is hollow, just like the common onion, and covered around the base with a sheath from the bulb. Leaves are slender, hollow, and emerge mainly from the bulb but also some come from the lower part of the stem. Leaves are grooved and without hairs.

Flowers (1) are borne in an umbrella-like pattern atop the main stem and are greenish pink to greenish white. Flowers frequently develop into small green aerial bulblets which can produce another plant.

Roots are fibrous and emerge from the bottom of an underground bulb which is covered with a thin membranous layer. Bulbs often produce smaller offset bulblets which are hard and dormant and add to eradication problems. Dormant bulbs may persist three years in the soil before producing a new plant.

A similar species which differs only a little is wild onion, Allium canadense. Wild onion has no dormant hardshell bulbs and is easier to control. Both species are less common west of the Mississippi Basin, but thrive in both the Northeast and Southeast. Wild onion bulbs have a matted netlike covering. Wild onion will often have only two leaves arising from the base of the stem in the bulb and no more. Leaves of wild onion are flat but not hollow. Pinkish flowers also form small bulblets.

Both wild garlic and wild onion are susceptible to 2,4-D which gives a top kill, but will not destroy the bulbs. Bulbs resprout several months later and must be treated again with 2,4-D. Adequate control from re-treatments with phenoxy compounds may take 3 years.
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